Turkish Newsletter 3
Dear Parents,
I hope you had a great easter holiday. These upcoming weeks
we will start working on our new units, last ones of this
academic year. Please find below a description of the topics
covered in Turkish for each year.
If you would like any more information on the programme please
do not hesitate to contact me. Email: h.girgin@bisistanbul.org

Unit 5- My Family
-To make nouns plural.
-To learn family members.
-To be able ask and answer who
someone is. Activity: Role play
about family.
-To listen a song about family
members.
-To be able to count from 5 to 10.
-Listening comprehension watch
a Turkish cartoon.
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Unit 5 –The Weather

Unit 4 – Like / Dislike

-To ask and answer how
weather is.
-To understand months
-To understand seasons.
- We will remember the fuits and we learn
some vegetables.

-To learn the names of foods
and drinks
-To say what we like or do not like.
-We also study some adjectives with
animals.

- To be able to ask when someone’s

-To learn occupations and what do we
want to be. Activity: Occupation and
objects.
- To ask and answer what you are doing.
-Pull together the day of a week and
activities.
-We will watch a Turkish video.

Unit 6 – My Birthday
birthday is.
-Activity: Birthday
Party.
-We will watch a
Turkish video.

Unit 4 - Shopping
-To learn shopping words, places.
-To understand asking how much it is.
-To write shopping dialogues.

Unit 5 – My Diary
-To learn 10 verbs.
-To learn pronouns.
-To able to ask activity: What are you doing
& what is he / she doing?
-Project: Timetable activity.
-To learn to ask question and answer about
the timetable.
-We will watch a Turkish video.

Unit 5 – What Would You Like To
Be In The Future?

Unit 4, 5 – Countries,
Turkish culture
-To learn the names of the countries.
-Saying where you are from. Saying where
you live.
–To learn the derivational suffix ‘’-li’’
–To learn the suffix of locative form: ‘’-da, de.’’ –To learn more about the Turkish
Culture: History, festivals, foods, tourism.

Unit 6 – Family

–To learn family members. Asking where the
family members live.
–The present continuous tense (negative
form.) –The present continuous tense
(question form)

